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Taming the Expellee Threat in Post-1945 Europe: Lessons from the Two Germanies and Finland

PERTTI AHONEN

The Second World War left a bitter legacy in continental Europe. The conflict itself had devastated the region, and additional turmoil arrived once the fighting ceased. As a part of the post-war settlement national borders were extensively redrawn, particularly in eastern and east central Europe, and the territorial alterations were accompanied by massive population movements, most of them involuntary. Fearful of a return to the instability caused by national minority disputes in the interwar years, the victorious Allies decided to go for what Churchill labelled a ‘clean sweep’, intended to ensure that ‘there will be no more mixture of populations to cause endless trouble’. As the millions of people expelled as a result of this post-war drive to create ethnically homogeneous nation states were added to those forcibly uprooted during the conflict, the numbers grew enormous: a total of nearly thirty million Europeans were ultimately victimised.

The clean sweep turned out to be rather ineffective, however. Far from removing concerns about specific population groups, the forcible mass movements substituted one set of fears for another, as the victorious Allies, emerging native elites, and many others worried that the uprooted millions could become a new source of severe instability. Domestically, it was feared, they might ‘crystallize into dissident and disruptive groups’ and prove vulnerable to the siren calls of political extremism, from
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either the left or the right. Internationally, they could form a dangerous irredentist force bent on ‘planning to go back home’ to their earlier areas of residence. Both internally and externally, the victims of recent expulsions were thus seen as a potential major hazard to the emerging post-war order.

These fears proved unfounded relatively quickly. By the 1960s, the expellees no longer posed a significant threat to the domestic stability of the states that had received them. Their irredentist potential had also largely faded by then, even if revisionist rhetoric continued to ring out from certain quarters and an international recognition of the inviolability of Europe’s post-war boundaries had to await the Helsinki Accords of 1975. To be sure, the defusing of the worst dangers associated with the forced migrants did not mean that all related problems had been solved. The long and difficult process of integrating the expellees into post-war European societies stretched well beyond the 1960s and in some ways remains uncompleted even today. But given the severity of the situation at the end of the Second World War, the relatively rapid taming of the destabilising potential inherent in the forced migrations was a major achievement. What made that outcome possible? How was it achieved within the span of some two decades? What developments and policies contributed to this result?

To answer these questions, this article compares the experiences of three countries that faced similar challenges through forced mass migration, but possessed different societal structures and capabilities and therefore reacted in contrasting ways: the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG, or West Germany), a liberal democracy anchored in the cold-war West; the German Democratic Republic (GDR, or East Germany), a socialist stalwart of the Soviet bloc; and Finland, a liberal democracy in pursuit of neutrality despite its exposed position as a neighbour of the USSR. The first three sections provide a brief overview of relevant developments in each country, while the fourth goes on to draw conclusions about the main factors involved in taming the expellee threat in post-1945 Europe.

The Federal Republic of Germany

The three western occupation zones that became the Federal Republic of Germany in 1949 faced a massive onslaught of forced migrants. The post-war settlement stripped Germany of extensive areas of territory: the Sudetenland, annexed from Czechoslovakia in 1938, the areas of interwar Poland absorbed into the Reich after 1939, and the former German provinces east of the new Polish–German demarcation

---

4 The quotation is from Lucius D. Clay, Decision in Germany (New York: Doubleday, 1950), 312.
5 For the purposes of this article, the word ‘integration’ is used as a general term for the long-term process through which expellees rebuild their material existence and adjust to the political, social and cultural conditions in their new environments, thereby also making it necessary for the majority population(s) to adapt and thus changing society as a whole.
line marked by the Oder and western Neisse rivers. As the German populations of these areas – as well as large numbers of ethnic Germans from Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia – either fled or were expelled westwards, the resulting human tide swelled to comprise some fifteen million people. By 1950, approximately eight million of them had landed in the Federal Republic, where they constituted 16.1 per cent of the population and posed a major challenge for the new polity. 6

To facilitate the societal integration of the forced migrants, the West German authorities pursued a multi-pronged strategy whose first key element was specific social and economic assistance for the newcomers. The earliest major step in this direction was the so-called Immediate Aid Law (Soforthilfegesetz) of 1949, which provided targeted loans for the expellees. More importantly, four years later the Bundestag passed the Equalization of Burdens (Lastenausgleich) Act, which quickly became the centrepiece of the Federal Republic’s social integration programme. Through a tax on property left intact after 1945, the measure provided partial compensation for the material losses suffered by expellees and others particularly damaged by the war. In addition, the government introduced special housing programmes for the newcomers and sought to redistribute them within West Germany in order to relieve overcrowding and economic misery. 7 But the authorities kept their initiatives within clear limits. No fundamental land reform or any other measure that could have shaken the foundations of the social market economy was ever implemented in the Federal Republic. 8 Social integration had to proceed within the parameters of the existing capitalist system.

The second key feature of the West German model was its permissive stance on autonomous expellee representation. Apart from an early suppressive phase, during which the occupying powers, abetted by native West German elites, had sought to impose a blanket ban on independent expellee associations, organisational activity by the newcomers was allowed and even encouraged, in keeping with the liberal democratic principles that underpinned the Federal Republic’s political system. As a result, a complicated panoply of relevant groups quickly emerged. Although a short-lived expellee party, the Gesamtdeutscher Bund/Bund der Heimatvertriebenen und Entrechteten (GB/BHE), enjoyed a brief heyday of prominence during the 1950s, the most important and enduring organisations presented themselves as non-partisan pressure groups. Two rival groupings soon dominated the scene. One set of

associations – the so-called Homeland Societies (Landsmannschaften) – was formed on the basis of their members’ pre-1945 domiciles and joined forces in a loose umbrella organisation, initially known as Vereinigte Ostdeutsche Landsmannschaften (VOL) and subsequently re-baptised Verband der Landsmannschaften (VdL). The other key player was the Zentralverband vertriebener Deutschen (ZvD) – subsequently renamed the Bund der vertriebenen Deutschen (BvD) – which sought to unite all expellees based on their current places of residence, irrespective of their original roots. After years of obscure internecine struggles, the VdL and the BvD finally merged into a united umbrella organisation, the Bund der Vertriebenen (BdV), in 1958.9

The expellee lobby took full advantage of its freedoms. With a self-proclaimed total membership of some two million, the various groups provided a variety of activities and outlets for their followers, ranging from publications to mass rallies and cultural events. The organisations were also very vocal in promoting their main political causes, which were twofold and somewhat contradictory. First, they demanded social and economic measures to compensate their followers for the losses they had suffered and to assist them in re-establishing their lives in the Federal Republic as full citizens with equal rights. Second, they clamoured for a radical revision of the post-1945 territorial status quo in east central Europe, with the aim of re-annexing the areas that the Reich had lost and thus enabling German expellees to return to them. In their early statements the various organisations had typically been very frank about their specific irredentist claims, but by the 1950s they united around a more abstract public platform, composed of two legal constructs that they wanted to be granted to all German expellees. The first was Heimatrecht (the right to one’s homeland) – the principle that individual people, as well as ethnic groups, had the inviolable right to live in their traditional homeland (Heimat) and to return to that area if they had been forcibly removed from it. The second, to be coupled with Heimatrecht, was self-determination. The expellees demanded the right to determine the modalities of their own return, fiercely rejecting the status of a national minority under foreign sovereignty. Despite its moderate ring, this legal platform, too, ultimately served revisionist objectives. It was intended to sustain the possibility that a given group of expellees could first return to its former homeland and then itself determine its political fate – including the national affiliation of the territory in question. The lack of emphasis on concrete territorial demands was merely a tactical move, aimed at facilitating propaganda operations and maintaining unity among the diverse organisations.10


The third key component of the West German approach to the expellee problem went beyond merely allowing autonomous collective representation for the newcomers; the authorities also made active and concerted efforts to include the forced migrants in the political and administrative system. Expellee representatives participated in relevant policy debates at federal and state levels. They occupied administrative positions important for the implementation of key measures, such as the Lastenausgleich programme, and took up posts in the governmental bureaucracy, particularly in the hierarchy of specialised expellee organs that culminated in the Federal Ministry for Expellee Affairs. In addition, expellee activists rose to important positions in all the main parties and in the federal and state governments, although they remained excluded from the innermost sanctums of power where most key decisions were ultimately made. Nor were these inclusionary policies reserved for top-level activists alone. The West German authorities also cultivated links to the main expellee organisations as such, particularly through extensive public funding, much of it rooted in the Federal Expellee Law of 1953, which had obliged the government to promote the cultural heritage of the expellees.11

This inclusive interaction between the political elites and the forced migrants went hand in hand with the final main characteristic of the West German approach to the expellee problem: a far-reaching instrumentalisation of expellees and their concerns within the political system. The inclusionary policy itself was largely driven by ulterior motives – personal links and financial subsidies enabled the authorities to exert control over the expellee movement – but the instrumentalisation was clearest at the interface between foreign policy and domestic political rhetoric in the public discourse about Germany’s eastern frontiers. The Allies had begun the politicised use of the border question by 1946–1947, when, drawing on the ambiguities of the Potsdam Agreement of 1945, they had suggested that the Oder–Neisse line between Poland and Germany might be up for revision in a future peace treaty and that in the meantime Germany continued to exist within the pre-Nazi aggression boundaries of 1937. The objective had been to win over German loyalties in the rising cold war. In West Germany, the government and all the main parties not only adopted the same line about the frontiers but also repeatedly endorsed the expellees’ presumed rights to their homelands and to self-determination, thus cultivating the impression of a far-reaching congruence of interests between themselves and the expellee lobby.12

That impression was deliberately deceptive. Bonn’s top politicians realised early on that the border changes advocated by the expellee groups were neither possible nor even desirable in the post-Second World War context. In the absence of true beliefs, the political elites were motivated by instrumental considerations. The primary factor was electoral. The ‘millions’ of ‘expellee votes’ were a recurring theme in

11 Ibid., esp. 54–80, 92–110.
the internal deliberations of all the main parties, and responsiveness to the expellee lobby’s Ostpolitik calls was universally regarded as a key way of appealing to the expellee masses – and to other conservative and nationalistically minded population groups. The threat presumably posed by the expellees was also a useful tool with which the government could extract concessions from the Allies and bolster its own standing as an irreplaceable pillar of stability. In addition, a preoccupation with the expulsions and their consequences promised broader benefits for the West German polity. The theme was well suited to deflect attention from the crimes of the Nazi regime and to promote the creation of a new, forward-looking identity for the new republic, which, in turn, could ease its acceptance into the Western Alliance as a remilitarized, anti-communist bulwark only a few years after the end of a world war planned and launched by none other than the Germans.

The Federal Republic’s approach to the societal integration of its forced migrants was thus permissive and inclusive. It featured a strong element of targeted social spending and had a pronounced tendency towards instrumentalising some of the expellees’ main concerns, particularly their dreams of a return to the old Heimat.

The German Democratic Republic

As the easternmost part of post-1945 Germany, the Soviet zone of occupation, which became the GDR in October 1949, was particularly hard hit by the mass expulsion of Germans. Millions upon millions of the forced migrants flocked into the area, and although many continued further west, large numbers also stayed. As a result, by 1950 the country housed some 4.3 million expellees, no fewer than 22.3 per cent of the population. Deciding on appropriate policies towards the newcomers proved difficult for East Germany’s ruling elites, given the heavy Soviet presence and the close association of the expulsions and their cruelties with the USSR and the Red Army.

In the immediate post-war years, the authorities assumed a relatively accommodating posture partly akin to that adopted in western Germany. In the Soviet zone, too, the expellees initially received targeted social and economic aid. Special cash assistance was given to some two million forced migrants between 1946 and 1949. The radical land reform of September 1945 singled out ‘resettlers and refugees’ as one of its target recipient groups, even if the measure’s long-term
impact lagged behind expectations. The Resettler Law of 1950 directed special credits, housing privileges and other benefits to the forced migrants. Arguably all of these policies were more generous than their contemporary equivalents in western Germany, although their practical effect remained limited and many of the newcomers continued to face severe social and economic hardship.

Initially the Communist authorities also made some effort to include expellee representation in the political and administrative system. During the early occupation period, they established the Central Administration for German Resettlers, as well as a network of regional, district and local resettler committees as specialised organs to real with refugee issues. At the same time they also allowed ‘controlled participation’ by the expellees themselves in these and other bodies. Individual refugees, chosen largely on the basis of their socialist convictions, were co-opted into the resettler committees and into the ruling Socialist Unity (SED) party, albeit predominantly at low levels of seniority.

In a more surprising parallel to developments further west, East German politicians, too, initially reacted to revisionist pressures from below with manipulative, instrumentalised rhetoric about the eastern border settlement in general and the Oder–Neisse line in particular. The primary motive here, too, was electoral gain, and the main stage of action the local and provincial election campaigns of 1946. Although some disagreements on the matter existed, most key politicians, particularly within the Communist camp, had realised by this time that the post-war frontiers in the east were not about to change. But as the Liberal Democratic Party of Germany (LDPD) and the Christian Democratic Union (CDU) vocally criticised the Oder–Neisse line...
line during the 1946 campaign, even the SED was forced to respond, especially as it viewed the expellee voters as a ‘decisive factor... not to be forgotten’.21 With the tacit approval of the Soviet authorities, the party issued carefully calibrated statements vaguely suggestive of a desire for future changes in Germany’s eastern boundaries.22 Otto Grotewohl, for example, proclaimed at an October 1946 rally his ‘unshakeable wish’ to be that ‘when the eastern borders are determined in a peace treaty, the German people will be taken into consideration’.23

These initial similarities with the West German approach to the expellee problem – in social policy, inclusionary tactics and even instrumentalised rhetoric – ended by the late 1940s and early 1950s. At that point, the East German authorities declared the entire problem solved and dismantled all administrative structures and concrete policies previously introduced for the benefit of the newcomers. The resettler committees and the Central Administration for Resettlers were abolished from the emerging state bureaucracy before the GDR was even founded. All special assistance for the expellees ended shortly after the new state’s creation, with the Resettler Law of 1950 marking the last extension of specific privileges to this population group.24 Any open discussion of border revisions or of a return to the old Heimat had become taboo long before then. The new party line had been dictated by the Kremlin, which in early 1947 told a high-ranking SED delegation to stop all agitation about the territorial settlement because – as Wilhelm Pieck recorded in his notes – in the Soviet view ‘to question the eastern borders means questioning other borders – means war’.25 Accordingly, a bilateral agreement signed by the GDR and Poland in 1950 declared the Oder–Neisse line to be a permanent ‘border of peace’ (Friedensgrenze) between the two countries.26 Autonomous expellee associations had never been tolerated by the Soviet occupiers or the local Communist authorities, and the two had worked hand in hand to nip any organisational attempts in the bud.27 By the late


26 See, for example, Malycha, ‘“Wir haben erkannt”’, 204–5, Anderson, Cold War, 40–46.

27 The only real exception had been the so-called ‘resettler productive co-operatives’ – non-political, small-scale co-operative economic enterprises – a limited number of which had been allowed during the occupation years. See Michael Schwartz, ‘„Umsiedler“ in der Zusammenbruchsgesellschaft. Soziale
1940s the ongoing crackdown grew increasingly fierce. The ruling SED stressed the need to 'liquidate' all potential organisations of this sort, and the prevailing blanket ban on independent expellee activity even extended to any cultural ‘events that cater specifically to the East Prussians, Silesians, Sudeten Germans, or Danzigers etc’.28

The regime’s uncompromising attitude showed particularly clearly in the language it adopted. The East German authorities had originally preferred euphemistic terminology, referring to the victims of the forced population transfer as ‘resettlers’ (Umsiedler) and studiously avoiding the West German term ‘expellees’ (Vertriebene), itself politically charged, of course, but better expressive of the forced nature of the recent mass migrations. By the early 1950s even the word ‘resettler’ disappeared from public and official use. After that, forced migrants no longer officially existed in the GDR: there was no permitted terminology to describe them; they did not surface in governmental statistics; their lives were not supposed to differ from those of other citizens of East Germany.29 The official expectation was that the newcomers would simply assimilate into the new socialist society just like anyone else, without further ado about their past lives and present concerns.

After some initial hesitation, the East German regime thus adopted a suppressive, economically driven approach to the forced migrants. The authorities denied the expellees an autonomous voice or an opportunity to participate in the policy-making and implementation process and expected them to adjust to life in the GDR just like all other citizens. To them, integration was a material problem that would ultimately be solved through economic progress and social change. In the words of Michael Schwartz, the regime thus offered the expellees ‘uncompromising integration’ on terms defined by the central authorities without political and social bargaining or instrumentalised public discourse.30

Finland

As an ally of Nazi Germany, Finland, too, faced major territorial losses and large-scale forced migration at the end of the Second World War. In accordance with the Finno-Soviet Armistice of September 1944, Finland ceded to the Soviet Union not


30 Schwartz, ‘Refugees and Expellees’, 169.
only two very sparsely populated chunks of land in the north of the country, but also large parts of the demographically much more important region of Karelia in the south-east—to the north and north-west of Leningrad. As a result, 420,000 Finns—all but 10,000 of them from Karelia—had to flee and find refuge in the remainder of the country. The vast majority of the Karelians were forced from their homes for the second time in 1944: the first mass flight had taken place in early 1940, as the USSR had annexed Karelia at the end of the so-called Winter War between Finland and the Soviet Union. Most of the uprooted Karelians had then returned to their homes after Finland joined Hitler’s Operation Barbarossa and regained control of the region in 1941, but once the Red Army overran Finnish defences in late summer 1944, the population had to escape again—this time for good. The forced migrants—or expellees—constituted approximately 11 per cent of Finland’s post-war population.31

The Finnish approach to the integration of this population group was a mixture of the elements adopted by West and East Germany, with more similarities to those of the former. Social policy initiatives aimed specifically at the expellees were one key component of the Finnish model. In early May 1945, before the Second World War had even ended in Europe, the national parliament passed the two most important measures in this field. The Compensation Law (Korvauslaki), which resembled West Germany’s subsequent Lastenausgleich package, instituted a special property tax to provide partial monetary restitution for losses suffered by Karelians and others particularly damaged by the war.32 The Land Acquisition Act (Maanhankintalaki) was a moderate land reform: it redistributed agricultural acreage previously owned by the state or by medium- to large-scale private interests to the dispossessed, chief among them farmers from Karelia, and made hitherto uncultivated land available to those willing to clear it in order to establish new farms. Unlike its East German equivalent, however, the Finnish land reform measure provided compensation for private owners and lacked social revolutionary aspirations.33 Both measures were implemented quickly, with nearly all applications for compensation or farmland processed by the late 1940s.34 Additional monetary recompense for the Finnish refugees followed during the 1950s and 1960s, and the Karelians also received special consideration in some other social programmes, particularly housing.35 In the long term, the Finnish approach to social policy, with its sustained attention to the special needs of the expellees, thus resembled the West German model much more than that of the GDR.

32 A good, thorough study is Marita Jokinen, Karjalaisen siirtoväen korvauskysymys (Helsinki: Helsingin Yliopisto, 1982).
33 See, for example, Heikki Kirkinen, Pekka Nevalainen and Hannes Sihvo, Karjalan kansan historia (Porvoo: Werner Söderström, 1995), 472–78; Faina Jyrkilä, The Adaptation of the Resettled Karelian Farmers (Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, Dept. of Sociology, 1980).
34 Kirkinen, Nevalainen and Sihvo, Karjalan kansan, esp. 482, 476.
The same can also be said of the Finnish stance on autonomous expellee representation. Finnish refugees, too, were allowed to organise independently, and their efforts led to the founding of a United non-partisan pressure group – the Karelian League (Karjalan Liitto). Established in 1940, in the immediate aftermath of the Winter War, as the central representative of Karelians and their collective interests, the organisation played a prominent role in post-Second World War Finland. Like its West German counterparts, it pursued a two-pronged agenda. It lobbied for social benefits and assistance programmes to help the expellees to adjust to their new surroundings. But it also entertained hopes of a mass return to Karelia and accordingly pressured the government and the political parties to pursue opportunities for border revisions, particularly in the immediate post-war period, when the absence of a peace treaty still encouraged speculations about adjustments to the terms of the 1944 armistice with the USSR.36 Although the Karelian League occasionally made very explicit references to the desirability of territorial adjustments, a more typical strategy was to cast its irredentist cause within a broader ethical frame akin to that adopted by the West German expellee lobby. In typical statements, the organisations portrayed the return of Karelia under Finnish sovereignty as beneficial for ‘justice’ and a ‘lasting peace’.

The Finnish authorities’ largely inclusive attitude towards the Karelians and their organisational representative marked another development roughly parallel to those in West Germany. The Karelian League played a prominent role in the deliberation and political bargaining that culminated in relevant social legislation, especially the Compensation Law and the Land Acquisition Act. Its representatives were also closely involved in the implementation of both measures. In addition, politicians with a Karelian background, most of them active in the pressure group, rose to significant leadership positions in the main political parties and in the governmental and administrative system, even if the very highest positions remained off-limits to them.38 Although all this paralleled developments in the Federal Republic, in two key respects the Finnish authorities stopped short of their West German counterparts: the expellees never received a ministry of their own – responsibility for relevant matters was instead shared among several branches of the government – and public funding for the Karelian League remained minimal. The organisation relied overwhelmingly on its own fund-raising efforts and apparently did not receive any public assistance until the late 1950s, at which point modest government subsidies began to flow to its coffers.39

38 Teperi, Karjalan liiton, 81–102, provides a good overview.
Although the general approach of Finnish authorities towards the Karelian expellees was thus one of inclusion and interaction, a more suppressive policy akin to East Berlin’s practices prevailed in one particular field: foreign policy. Like their German counterparts, Karelian activists, too, had a strong interest in revising the post-war border settlement in a way that would allow their followers to go back home. The Finnish government, however, was acutely aware of its vulnerable position vis-à-vis the Soviet Union, and although most of its members would also have liked to recover the lost territories, collectively the top leadership took a very realistic view of the situation, consistently urging caution to the Karelian League. The key message to the activists was that public agitation about border issues had to be avoided for fear of harming the country’s broader interests.\(^{40}\) The expellee leaders internalised these instructions quickly and, particularly once the peace agreement between Finland and the victorious Allies had been signed in 1947, territorial revisionism faded into a fringe phenomenon in Finnish public discourse, precisely at the time when it was growing increasingly prominent in West Germany. Behind the scenes, the Karelian League kept urging the country’s political elites to keep the border issue alive, and the latter did occasionally raise the matter in private meetings with the Soviets, although very cautiously and without any success.\(^{41}\) But because of the consensus on the need for great caution in public rhetoric, territorial questions were never instrumentalised in Finnish politics in a way comparable with the politics of the Federal Republic.

The Finnish approach to the expellee problem could thus be characterised as permissive and inclusive on domestic issues and suppressive in foreign affairs, with a strong element of targeted social spending and a relative absence of political instrumentalisation.

**Comparative perspectives**

What can these three cases reveal about the general dynamics of defusing the dangers posed by the expellee millions in post-Second World War Europe? What forces and policies made it possible for potential instability to be averted at both domestic and international levels? How did different national approaches compare?

Three broad transnational trends that cut across cold-war dividing lines and national boundaries played a crucial role in taming the expellee threat. The first was the cold war itself. The presence of the superpowers with their massive military arsenals helped to suppress conflicts both between and within states affected by the forced population

---


movements. Irredentist causes paled in significance when any international clash, particularly in Europe, could potentially have escalated into a nuclear Armageddon, and abrupt changes in domestic political and social systems also became unlikely once the cold-war fronts had solidified. This broad political context affected the three countries examined here in fundamental but contrasting ways: the suppression of the refugee problem in the GDR and the permissive but partly instrumentalised approach in the Federal Republic were both in good part inherited from respective occupation powers and subsequent bloc hegemons, whereas Finland’s very cautious approach to the territorial implications of its refugee situation reflected the vulnerabilities of a small state trying to secure an independent, even neutral, existence right next to a superpower. In each case, cold-war realities exerted a guiding and restraining influence, without which the final outcome of the expellee integration process could have been very different – and potentially much less pacific.

The second major transnational trend with a beneficial impact was economic growth. All three countries examined here, as indeed continental Europe in general, experienced impressive growth rates after the Second World War, particularly during the 1950s and 1960s, after the worst of the initial post-war problems had been overcome. Economic advances, in turn, translated into job opportunities, better living standards, and ultimately increasing acceptance of the existing system, even among the forced migrants, although their socio-economic status typically lagged behind that of longer-standing residents of the new settlement areas. The shorthand argument, applied by one author to the two Germanies, that expellee integration equalled ‘economic growth plus time’ is ultimately too simplistic, but it does contain a core of truth – and also pertains to other countries, such as Finland.

The post-war economic boom also helped to give rise to the final transnational trend that played a crucial role in facilitating the integration of forced migrants: the process of modernisation and social change. The devastation left by the war and the need for rapid reconstruction shook up old certainties in European societies. In the ravaged towns and cities, established patterns broke down as heavily damaged settlements had to be rebuilt and repopulated, and even in rural regions, where life had typically been less disrupted, migratory movements and other disturbances during and after the war upset the existing equilibrium. As the mass arrival of expellees introduced yet another new, unpredictable element, many traditions crumbled: established confessional boundaries, cultural and linguistic patterns, and local social and other hierarchies. Under these circumstances, it was not only the victims of forced population movements who felt uprooted and disoriented; many others struggled with similar feelings, even if the disruptions they experienced stemmed from the

43 On persistent inequalities between expellees and longer-term residents in West Germany, see Paul Lüttinger, Integration der Vertriebenen: eine empirische Analyse (Frankfurt: Campus, 1989).
destruction of their familiar home milieus. Faced with the challenge of post-war reconstruction, this entire cohort of the uprooted – locals and expellees alike – had to interact closely, and through that interaction a new kind of society gradually emerged: a more dynamic and modern society that combined many different ingredients, required changes and adjustments from all involved and provided numerous niches in which expellees could re-establish themselves.

The creation of this ‘new world’, to borrow Alexander von Plato’s phrase, proceeded most smoothly in urban environments. In both the Federal Republic and the GDR, the very rapid change characteristic of towns and cities in the post-war reconstruction phase facilitated the acceptance of forced migrants from early on. In Finland, the integrative pull of urban settlements was initially much less obvious, both because they had endured much less wartime damage and because the Karelian expellees were a predominantly rural population, to be resettled in the countryside of what was still a relatively rural state. However, once rapid urbanisation set in by the 1950s, a new world also began to emerge in Finnish towns and cities. The countryside, by contrast, was initially much more resistant to fundamental changes in all three states, as greater continuity in local structures and institutions allowed sharper divisions and conflicts between established locals and newcomers to persist, with the result that the latter typically faced intense and sustained discrimination from the former. But in the longer term old patterns broke down here, too, under the cumulative weight of economic, social and cultural alterations, many of them fostered by the arrival of the forced migrants, whose adjustment and integration was in turn facilitated by the resulting transformations.

Despite the underlying importance of these broad, transnational developments, the particular policies and approaches adopted by individual countries also made a big difference – and yielded divergent results. The Iron Curtain was an important divider in this regard. In several ways, the liberal democratic states west of that line – including both West Germany and Finland – were more effective in placating and integrating

---


their forced migrants than the GDR or other state socialist systems of the east. One indicator of that fact was the widespread appeal of the targeted social policies implemented by the West German and Finnish authorities. The Equalization of Burdens programme played a crucial role in winning expellee loyalties for the Federal Republic, not because it fulfilled all the wishes of the forced migrants – the expellee lobby complained bitterly about some of its features – but because it did provide partial compensation and serve as a symbol of the authorities’ dedication to helping the newcomers.\(^{48}\) In Finland the compensation legislation and the partial land reform performed very similar functions.\(^{49}\) In the GDR, by contrast, the government’s decision to end all targeted aid for the expellees by 1952/1953, just as the West German *Lastenausgleich* programme was being launched with considerable fanfare, caused extensive discontent among the refugees and undermined the new state’s legitimacy in their eyes.\(^{50}\) The presence or absence of specific assistance thus mattered a good deal, on both material and particularly symbolic grounds.

An even greater asset for western liberal democracies was the prevailing pattern of interaction between the governing authorities and the expellees. The permissive, inclusive approach towards the forced migrants and their attempts at autonomous collective action adopted in West Germany and Finland brought a variety of gains, not only for the integration process but also for each polity as a whole. The very existence of independent expellee associations significantly facilitated the readjustment of the newcomers, particularly in the early post-war period. Such organisations made a difference simply by giving a collective voice to a large mass of discontented people – an important social and psychological factor at a time of great turmoil. Even more importance accrued to the expellee movements’ concrete activities. With their lobbying, the organizations helped to secure important social benefits for ordinary expellees, and although their mass rallies and other organised events often featured strident rhetoric and strange pageantry reminiscent of the fascist era, they also provided opportunities for participation and social interaction, thus fostering a sense of self-worth and belonging among their uprooted and disoriented followers.\(^{51}\)

Even the revisionist demands pushed by the expellee groups probably served a useful purpose in the immediate post-war period. At a time when multitudes of impoverished, demoralised, and homesick expellees struggled in precarious

\(^{48}\) Wiegand, *Lastenausgleich*; Hughes, *Shouldering the Burdens*; Grosser, ‘Integration of Deportees’.


\(^{50}\) See esp. Schwarz, ‘“Ablenkungsmanöver”’.

conditions, exposed to prejudice and discrimination from the native population, such calls performed integrative functions at several levels. From the expellee perspective, the prospect of an eventual return to the old Heimat provided hope of a better future and diverted attention from the harshness of everyday social realities. But the revisionist public discussions also resonated among many longer-term residents of both western Germany and Finland, who welcomed the possibility of the expellees ultimately disappearing and thereby ceasing to demand their share of scarce available resources. Thus the illusionary hopes fuelled by the expellee lobby helped to defuse some of the tensions between expellees and more established residents and to diminish the appeal of political radicalism, particularly during the difficult early post-war years.52

The inclusion of expellee representatives in the broader political process also nurtured moderation and restraint. Participation in the system brought experience, insight, and career opportunities in the parties as well as in the governmental and administrative machinery, all of which helped to draw expellee leaders into the new polity and give them a stake in maintaining its stability. As a result, political prudence and democratic commitment were fostered among the expellee elites and – through that example – among their rank-and-file followers as well.53

Even more importantly, the expellee lobby’s relative moderation was part of a broader pattern whose implications were particularly momentous for western Germany’s transition from totalitarianism to democracy. The habits of give-and-take in a democratic framework that took root within the expellee groups also characterised other West German organisations of disadvantaged and potentially dangerous minorities. Pressure groups representing war veterans as well as various types of civilians victimised by the war accepted the need for compromise solutions within the existing system while rejecting the siren calls of anti-democratic extremism.54 Such reasonable behaviour stood in striking contrast to Germany’s


54 James M. Diehl, The Thanks of the Fatherland: German Veterans after the Second World (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 1993); Hughes, Shouldering; idem, “‘Through No Fault of Our Own’: West Germans Remember Their War Losses’, German History, 18, 2 (2000), 193–213; Michael
previous democratic experiment, the Weimar Republic, in which specific groups had all too often pressed their own narrow interests with ruthless zeal, regardless of broader repercussions.\textsuperscript{55} Thanks to this creeping democratisation, Bonn’s path increasingly diverged from that of Weimar, a pivotal development that was significantly facilitated by the moderate behaviour of the mainstream expellee lobby. In Finland, the implications of political moderation were less far-reaching, as a democratic system had already established itself during the inter-war years, despite considerable initial instability. But the willingness of the forced migrants to accept the cautious, consensus-oriented ground rules of the post-war Finnish polity – as exemplified by the Karelian League’s decision to refrain from overly vocal irredentist agitation – significantly contributed to the re-establishment of stable, democratic conditions here, too.

The advantages of an inclusive, liberal democratic approach to expellees and their autonomous activities are highlighted further through a comparison with East Germany. The GDR’s suppressive policies provoked intense frustration among the so-called resettlers. The official party line, according to which ‘special resettler organisations’ had to be banned because they would ‘disturb the desired assimilation process’, was not shared by the bulk of the newcomers, who longed for an opportunity to voice their concerns and to maintain cultural and other traditions in their new environment.\textsuperscript{56} Although the resulting discontent was most frequently expressed in private, among family and friends, it also translated into occasional open protest directed at the ruling elites, particularly in the early post-war years. Some so-called Sudeten German anti-fascists, for example – Communists and left-wing socialists from the Sudetenland who, as a reward for their anti-Nazi stances, had been evacuated to eastern Germany under relatively tolerable conditions – actively resisted the crackdown on their organisational efforts.\textsuperscript{57} But such resistance failed to dissuade the authorities from continuing and indeed intensifying their suppressive measures, which, in turn, left a legacy of lurking discontent among the forced migrants.

The disillusionment of many expellees with the East German system and its policies showed most dramatically in a renewed wave of westward migration. Expellees constituted a disproportionately high percentage of the 3.1 million refugees who fled from the GDR to the Federal Republic prior to the construction of the Berlin Wall in August 1961. Although only some 22 per cent of the population as a whole, they made up nearly a third of the refugees, and in the first few years of the new state’s


existence the proportion was even higher. The motives behind the forced migrants’ eagerness to leave the GDR were no mystery to the authorities. As early as the late 1940s, the Central Administration for German Refugees had determined ‘the reason for this considerable migration . . . to lie in a dissatisfaction that is most pronounced among the resettlers, who think they can make a better life for themselves in the West’.59

The mass flight caused obvious problems not only for the East German polity, whose stability and very existence were threatened by this human haemorrhage, but also for the westward-bound expellees, who had to find their bearings in yet another new environment. The situation was also difficult for the majority of the forced migrants who did stay in the GDR: they suffered under the burden of an imposed silence, as painful issues from the past and the present festered unaddressed, and although most ultimately adjusted to the prevailing conditions, their loyalty to the system remained questionable.60 The suppression practised by the East German authorities thus ultimately redounded to their disadvantage in several ways.

Although the evidence highlights the broad advantages of an open and inclusive approach towards forced migrants, it does not allow triumphalist generalisations about the universal superiority of Western permissiveness over Eastern suppression. On closer inspection, East–West comparisons also yield some countervailing data that complicates this simplistic picture. Particularly illuminating are the longer-term consequences of the very different approaches towards instrumentalised revisionist rhetoric adopted by the two German states.

In the Federal Republic, the expellee lobby’s irredentist rhetoric about a reacquisition of the old Heimat probably facilitated the integration of the forced migrants in the immediate post-war years, as we have seen. But in the longer term the persistence of a revisionist public discourse did more harm than good, especially after the country’s political elites had joined the chorus, impelled by their own ulterior motives. The revisionist language sustained illusionary hopes among a minority of expellees, composed largely of older and less economically integrated elements, even in the late 1960s and afterwards, at a time when most of their compatriots had accepted the existing realities. As a result, the shrinking community of true believers grew increasingly isolated, even within the expellee camp. The consequences of this siege mentality became evident in the excessively acrimonious Ostpolitik debates of the early 1970s as the new Social–Liberal coalition led by Willy Brandt and Walter Scheel proceeded to normalise the Federal Republic’s relations with Eastern Europe on the basis of the existing territorial and political realities. Even if some

59 Quoted in Wille, ‘Compelling the Assimilation’, 268.
level of conflict was probably inevitable and the hardline stances of an embittered minority arguably promoted societal integration by alienating the moderate majority of expellees, the embattled radicals suffered serious personal and psychological strain, and the polarised public debate opened up unnecessarily sharp divisions within West German society. Over the long haul, instrumentalised revisionist rhetoric thus produced a backlash against both expellee integration and general social and political stability in the Federal Republic.⁶¹

The East German regime, by contrast, had suppressed any discussion of possible border changes early on, and repeatedly insisted that its post-1945 frontiers were permanent and unchangeable. As a result, the border problem simply disappeared from public discussion in the GDR. This approach was of course highly authoritarian, even dictatorial, but in the long term – particularly after the construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961 had made flight to the Federal Republic all but impossible – it probably helped East German expellees to accept the territorial status quo and to reconcile themselves to a permanent existence in their new surroundings. Evidence to that effect can be culled from secret opinion polls conducted by the Socialist Unity Party in the mid-1960s which showed much higher levels of acceptance of the post-war border settlement than did similar studies conducted in the Federal Republic at the time.⁶² In the words of Philipp Ther, the East German experience therefore suggests that by systematically ‘suppressing’ irredentist demands for ‘a return to the old Heimat’, the authorities ultimately managed to remove these issues ‘from the political agenda of the population’ – an outcome that spared the GDR the problems that instrumentalised border politics imposed on the other German state.⁶³

A comparison of the two Germanies thus indicates that although the ability to organise autonomously and to be included in the political system was beneficial for the integration of forced migrants, a political instrumentalisation of their demands was not. In particular, attempts by expellee activists and other political actors to fuel unrealistic hopes of a mass return to the old Heimat – although probably useful as a short-term social palliative immediately after the forced migration – hampered integration and caused wider social and political problems in the longer term. In this regard at least, the liberal democratic approach to expellee integration contained
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pitfalls not present in the state socialist model, although these potential hazards did not have to become as acute as they did in West Germany. The Finnish case shows that more restrained rhetorical practices could help to keep the dangers in check.

As discussed above, the Karelian League and Karelians more generally were included in the Finnish political system but pressured to refrain from an aggressive public advocacy of territorial revisionism. As expellee activists as well as native elites quickly accepted these ground rules, irredentism faded to the margins of Finnish public discourse, while the Karelian League channelled its energies into domestic causes. From early on, the organisation urged its followers to focus on the present and to ‘fulfil our duty to the Fatherland’ by participating fully in the reconstruction of the country, thus echoing the message put out by mainstream political and other elites. It called on Karelians to prepare themselves for a permanent existence in their present surroundings and to engage in all facets of economic, social and political life at local, regional and national levels. At the same time, the organisation paid extensive attention to cultural issues, highlighting the importance of observing Karelian traditions and thus preserving the legacy of the old homeland as a counterpoint to the many changes and readjustments required of the expellees.

This general approach significantly facilitated the integration of the forced migrants into post-war Finnish society. The relative absence of an instrumentalised public discourse about a possible return to the old homelands contributed to the emergence of a realistic, forward-looking mindset among the Karelians. At the same time, the Karelian League’s activities and the accommodating response of the authorities helped to provide a sense of inclusion, self-worth and collective identity to the expellees. That, in turn, warded off the looming dangers of despair, disorientation and radicalisation and promoted social stability and constructive societal interaction. A liberal, permissive engagement with the forced migrants thus could be achieved without instrumentalised and potentially very destabilising rhetorical excess.

The taming of the potential dangers posed by the forced migrants of post-Second World War Europe resulted from a combination of factors. Broad structural forces provided favourable preconditions across bloc boundaries and national frontiers. The cold war itself functioned as a crucial, stabilising background influence. Economic growth and accompanying social transformations paved the way for a new kind of society that opened multiple vistas in the expellee sector. However, the precise road taken depended on bloc-level and national decisions, and different policies yielded divergent outcomes. The interactive, inclusive approach to the expellees characteristic of Western-style liberal democracies was in many ways more successful than the suppressive, economically fixated socialist model. But the Western paradigm met its limits when instrumentalised revisionist rhetoric grew into a long-term obstacle to societal integration. By contrast, the socialist practice of suppressing irredentist causes
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and discourses avoided this particular pitfall, and in that regard at least it arguably functioned better than the liberal democratic approach, although the latter was by no means a monolith, as the Finnish case demonstrates. Triumphalist post-cold-war conclusions nevertheless need to be avoided, and even some of the potentially clearest evidence of the Eastern bloc’s weakness has to be placed in the proper context. Expellees may have constituted a disproportionately high percentage of the refugees who fled from the GDR for the Federal Republic, for example, but, as Michael Schwartz has pointed out, the fact still remains that the vast majority of East Germany’s forced migrants – over three million people – did stay in the country, which implies at least some level of acceptance of the system and its policies.66

The picture that emerges from the expellee sector is therefore not a sketch in black and white, with clear distinctions between right and wrong along an East–West divide. As so often during the cold war, the image is instead dominated by overlapping shades of grey.

---
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